
Introducing Corvus Energy—Energy Storage Systems 
that reduce fuel consumption and carbon emissions in 
maritime, oil & gas, subsea and port applications. 

Executive summary 

The business challenge 

Diesel-fuelled vessels are expensive to operate and have negative impact on 
the environment. Plus, environmental regulations are becoming stricter, 
meaning CO2 costs are likely to rise. 

Whilst most vessels employed by Shell use diesel, some are fuelled by LNG. 
The biggest issue with LNG is that it’s predominantly targeted at point-to-
point trade—cruise vessels, liners, cargo ships, etc.—which take on larger 
volumes of fuel. Smaller boats don’t take on a lot of volume, so a fuel net-
work hasn’t been developed for them. 

Various alternative fuels have been adopted to make vessels cheaper to run 
and more environmentally friendly, including hydrogen and electricity (bat-
teries). 

Potential solutions 

Hydrogen has an application in maritime, but is not yet fully commercial-
ized. OEMs say it’s going to take another five to seven years, but it’s probably 
more like 10 years, according to Bo Jardine, Shell’s Global Category Manager 
for Marine. 

“It also has handling concerns,” explained Bo, "and the system cost is high. 
Plus, when you have hydrogen, you still need a battery. Hydrogen’s power 
curve is also worse than LNG, which means you need a battery just to make 
it work.” 

Enter batteries—the readily available solution to rising fuel and CO2 costs. 
They’re effective, efficient and ready to use right now. Battery systems are 
coming as standard in new vessels, but can also be retrofitted. Just bear in 
mind battery systems aren’t right for every vessel.  

“A retrofit is not for every boat. You can't put lipstick on a pig. But that 
doesn’t mean you shouldn’t get a battery—just start with the boat where 
you’ll save the most. In a new build, you get a guaranteed savings figure out 
of the gate, which is very attractive.” 
Bo Jardine, Global Category Manager—Marine.  

Battery systems at Shell 



Shell has two vessels with hybrid battery systems being used in its drilling 
campaign in Halliburton, Mexico. It is also considering installing a Corvus 
ESS on its Kronborg (tanker) and Kasteelborg (offshore supply ship) vessels 
in the Netherlands and on its Offshore Support Vessel (OSV) fleet in Brazil. 
In the Gulf of Mexico, there are proposals on the table from multiple owners 
for Battery on Board (BOB) systems. 

“Corvus is not the only battery provider. But it has more running hours, 
more adopters and more fuelled use than others. Their systems have huge 
potential in our fleet.” 

Bo Jardine, Global Category Manager—Marine. 

Health and safety 

The biggest risk on vessels is fire. There’s a risk of fire with every system, in-
cluding existing engines. Batteries diminish certain risks at the same time as 
introducing new ones, so the risk is neutral. 

When you run a battery, you don’t need to run a diesel engine, which means 
you're not burning a flammable liquid. And batteries make some of the 
mechanical components run a lot less, so there’s less wear and tear on sys-
tems and fewer point failures. 

Corvus Energy battery systems are pre-tested to reduce the risk of fire and 
failures. They use patented single-cell thermal isolation which exceeds class 
requirements for safety. 

What Corvus Energy can do for Shell 

✓ Cut fuel costs by 20-40% 
✓ Reduce maintenance costs 
✓ Reduce CO2 emissions 
✓ Protection against rising diesel and CO2 costs  
✓ Low capital expenditure 
✓ 10+ year life 



Technology description 

Corvus Energy supply modular lithium-ion battery systems which support 
diesel generators in all parts of offshore operations. With an ESS, you need 
fewer generators, which: 

✓ Reduces the running hours of diesel engines 
✓ Reduces fuel and maintenance costs 
✓ Reduces greenhouse gas emissions 
✓ Helps meet ever-stricter environmental regulations 

“Corvus use an air-cooled system which I think is superior to the liquid-
cooled system used by most providers. With liquid-cooled systems, you have 
to deal with all the liquids and failures. Corvus ESSs also operate pretty 
much independent of the vessel and can run on their own.” 
Bo Jardine, Global Category Manager—Marine. 



Product description 

Corvus Blue Whale 

Corvus Blue Whale is an Energy Storage System (ESS) designed for vessels in 
need of slow charge and discharge rate. It allows them to sail emission-free 
for longer periods of time and stay emission-free in port. 

✓ Good for vessels with low weight and volume 
✓ Ideal for vessels that need to stay emission-free in port 
✓ For vessels that need to sail emission-free for longer periods of time 
✓ Designed for vessels that need to show charge and discharge rate 

Corvus Orca Energy 

Corvus Orca Energy is a line of Energy Storage Systems (ESSs) for a range of 
maritime applications including offshore vessels, rigs & tugs. Suitable for 
both all-electric and hybrid installations, Orca Energy ESSs move large 
amounts of energy at an inexpensive lifetime cost per kWh. They are ideal 
for applications in need of energy and high power. 

✓ Launched in 2016 
✓ Built specifically for maritime 
✓ Good for applications in need of energy and high power 
✓ Suitable for offshore vessels, rigs, tugs and more 
✓ Suitable for both all-electric and hybrid installations 
✓ Moves large amounts of energy at an inexpensive lifetime cost per kWh 

Dolphin Energy 

The Dolphin ESS is specifically designed for lightweight applications, with 
high energy and power density. Designed for ships with long, slow charges 
and discharges and where light weight is essential.  

✓ Low weight  
✓ Flexible, modular design  
✓ Easy to install  
✓ Designed for pack voltages up to 1000 VDC  
✓ Scalable from <20 kWh to >2 MWh  
✓ Supports currents up to 100A max per pack  
✓ Low life cycle cost  
✓ Easy and safe installation – plug and play connections 
✓ Reduces fuel, emissions, noise and maintenance  
✓ Industry-proven Battery Management System (BMS)  
✓ Remote monitoring 



Dolphin Power 

Corvus Dolphin is a lithium-ion Energy Storage System designed and built 
for the maritime industry. It’s designed for vessels where weight-sensitive 
components are essential but high charge or discharge power is also re-
quired. 

✓ Ideal for high-speed vessels that need to boost propulsion to reach max 
speed, r vessels that must recharge batteries quickly and often 

✓ Low weight  
✓ Flexible, modular design  
✓ Easy to install  
✓ Designed for pack voltages up to 1000 VDC  
✓ Scalable from <20 kWh to >2 MWh  
✓ Supports currents up to 300A max per pack  
✓ Low life cycle cost  
✓ Easy and safe installation – plug and play connections  
✓ Reduces fuel, emissions, noise and maintenance  
✓ Industry-proven Battery Management System (BMS)  
✓ Remote monitoring 

Corvus Moray Power 

Corvus Moray Power is a highly advanced battery system that reduces fuel, 
emissions, noise and maintenance in demanding subsea environments. Un-
like other battery systems, it regenerates energy into the battery and can be 
tailor made for the required application. 

✓ Ideal when high energy density compared with low discharge rates are 
required 

✓ Subsea energy banks for long-term power supply with very low self-dis-
charge 

✓ Ideal for demanding subsea environments 
✓ Can be customised for required application 

Corvus Moray Energy 

Corvus Moray Energy is subsea energy banks that provide long-term power 
supply, with very low self-discharge, in demanding subsea environments. 

✓ Ideal for subsea applications where tailor-made ESS is needed and re-gen-
eration of energy into the battery is expected 

✓ Ideal for active heave compensation, buffer stations or high power raid 
actuations 

✓ Unlike other subsea energy banks, Corvus Moray Energy can be cus-
tomised for the required application 



Implementation 



Hybrid battery systems on two Gulf of Mexico vessels 
cuts fuel and CO2 emissions by 10-12% 

Client 

Shell Gulf of Mexico 

Challenges 

High cost of diesel and environmental regulations forced Shell to consider 
retrofitting existing vessels with alternative fuels. 

Solution 

Hybrid battery systems installed on two vessels currently employed in 
drilling campaign in Halliburton, Mexico. 

Results 

The vessels only run on the battery system outside the 500-meter zone, but 
still generate approximately 10-12% savings in fuel and CO2. This will in-
crease to 20-30% if approved to run in the 500-meter zone.
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